Design of ligand binding to an engineered protein cavity using virtual screening and thermal up-shift evaluation.
Proteins could be used to carry and deliver small compounds. As a tool for designing ligand binding sites in protein cores, a three-step virtual screening method is presented that has been optimised using existing data on T4 lysozyme complexes and tested in a newly engineered cavity in flavodoxin. The method can pinpoint, in large databases, ligands of specific protein cavities. In the first step, physico-chemical filters are used to screen the library and discard a majority of compounds. In the second step, a flexible, fast docking procedure is used to score and select a smaller number of compounds as potential binders. In the third step, a finer method is used to dock promising molecules of the hit list into the protein cavity, and an optimised free energy function allows discarding the few false positives by calculating the affinity of the modelled complexes. To demonstrate the portability of the method, several cavities have been designed and engineered in the flavodoxin from Anabaena PCC 7119, and the W66F/L44A double mutant has been selected as a suitable host protein. The NCI database has then been screened for potential binders, and the binding to the engineered cavity of five promising compounds and three tentative non-binders has been experimentally tested by thermal up-shift assays and spectroscopic titrations. The five tentative binders (some apolar and some polar), unlike the three tentative non-binders, are shown to bind to the host mutant and, importantly, not to bind to the wild type protein. The three-step virtual screening method developed can thus be used to identify ligands of buried protein cavities. We anticipate that the method could also be used, in a reverse manner, to identify natural or engineerable protein cavities for the hosting of ligands of interest.